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REMEMBERING SYDNEY IN

THE TWENTIES

by Lloyd Rees

My first direct contact with the art world of Sydney occurred in the summer
of 1916, when passing through Sydney from Brisbane en route to Melbourne.

A request had come to me from Sydney Ure Smith to call on him, as he had
been interested in some of my pen drawings which had come to Sydney.

So for the first time I entered the Smith and Julius Studios in Bond Street,
and met, besides Ure Smith himself, his two partners Albert Collins and Harry
Julius.

The interview u'hich followed was conducted mostly by the partners. Ure
Smith himself sat quietly in a corner just looking and iistening. "Ah," I thought,
"a sleeping partner!"

Little did I then realise that he was probably summing up the appearance,
gestures, ideas and mode of speech of the vouns man from Queensland. For
Sydney Ure Smith lvas a rare mimic and could hold an audience of his friends
enthralled for hours as he brought to life the many characters he had met. Whether
I was the subject of a session I do not know. I was probably far too solemn, and
Ure Smith revelled in the unusual and the comic oddities of which there were
numbers in Sydney of that time. Nearly all his imitations were bubbling with fun
and goodwill; but he didn't spare the grirn touch when it was necessary.

The outcome of that first meeting was an invitation to join the Smith and
Julius studios and this I did in May, 1917.

The change from my life in Brisbane was extreme.
Ill health for some years circumscribed my existence in a city which was itself

circumscribed due to the eflects of disastrous floods in the nineties which halted its
economical and cultural growth. This was particularly noticeable in its Art
Gallery, Library and similar institutions. The Smith and Julius Studios bv contrast
were a cosmopolitan rvorld, exciting and often bewildering in character.

As r,vorking companions I had besides three partners (all working in their
respective media) Roland wakelin, from Ner,v zealand, Percy Leason, from
Melbourne (later to become a noted "Bulletin" artist and an exponent of
Meldrumism), J. Muir Auld (a sensitive painter whose work is not as well-known
as it should be), Frank Payne, from Brisbane, Rerna Beck (claughter of Louis Beck,
the South Sea novelist), and two noted letterists Roberts and Pickles (the latter
being one of the "characters" of the Studios and full of practical jokes).

Leon Gellert was linked with the firm in a literary capacity and John passmore
and George Lawrence were later to join the art staff and both go on to distinguished
painting careers.
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By 1917, "Art in Australia" had been founded and the Society of Artists was

emerging into its great period. Ure Smith was already taking a big part in its
affairs and was later to become its most noted president.

This combination of interests eventually turned 24 Bond Street into something

akin to a vortex round which much of the Art life of Sydney revolved; as the

following list of some of its visitors will demonstrate; the Lindsay brothers, Norman

Lionel, Fercy and Daryl; Dame Nellie Melba; Gruner; Hardy Wilson (the noted

architect); Hans (now Sir Hans) Heysen and Will Ashton, both from Adelaide;

Julian Ashton and his son Howard; George Lambert; Max Meldruml Longstaff

and Steeton. I cannot recall whether Tom Roberts went there, nor can I claim the

list to be exhalstive. Artists from all over Australia were constantly corning and

going.
Naturally, stories and episodes concerning them were many and varied, and

sometimes lurid, but a couple of episodes will suffice to convey the clash of charac-

ters and the spirit of the times.

The first concerns Ure Smith, Nellie Melba and George Lambert, and was told

to me by a friend who was there at the time.

Ure Smith was doing some publishing for the great singer, and when Melba

failed to arrive for an appointment he grew anxious and went down to the front
door to look for her. Presently up rolled a big car and Melba put her head out of

the rear window and said, "I'm not coming up-I'm in too bad a temper".
While Syd in his inimitable manner strove to calm her, George Lambert strode

round the corner and sighting the famous singer, increased his pace as though

anticipating an historic meeting between the King of Painting and the Queen of

Song. All he got was, "Ginger, you clear out-I don't want to see you either".
The other episode concerns Lambert and the Society of Artists. One Saturday

afternoon between the hours of seven and eight, members of the Society of Artists
were hard at work hanging the annual exhibition in the Art Gallery in the Depart-
rnent of Education. They really worked on exhibitions in those days-right through
the weekend and into the night as well.

Lambert was not on the committee that year, otherwise he would have been

hard at work, for he was an excellent committee man. This night Lambert was

free and he entered the gallery dressed for the opera, in full regalia and scarlet-
lined cloak.

Stepping on to the stage at the end of the main gallery, he surveyed and
summed up the scene in front of him and then loudly announced, " Slaves, I was

born to the purple". And jumping down, he did the "wheel" the whole length of
the gallery-his scarlet cloak whirling in the air as he no doubt intended it to-
and then stalked through the end door.

That was George Lambert! A humble man in front of his own work, helpful
in front of the works of others but yielding to none where public acclaim was

concerned.
A previous reference to his work on committees is borne out by an experience

"ecounted to rne by the late Norman Carter.
Lambert had been given complete authority for the arrangement of the Society

of Artists exhibition one year. The committee worked right through the weekend,

and when they finished on Saturday night, they thought the task had been well
and truly done. Lambert asked them to come in on Monday morning for a final
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HEAD OF LLOYD I{EES

b1' Daphne Nlayo
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evaluation and after looking at it for a while he said, "ft must all come down and

be re-hung".
A hard taskmaster, but one who did not spare himself and I have yet to meet

a former assistant or student who does not speak of him with profound respect and

affection.
Gruner was another exceptional figure of the period. He spent much of his

iife in the country and I saw little of him in Sydney. However, in 1923, we were

both in London together and as often happens when fellow countrymen meet away

from home a close link is forged. And so it happened with myself and Gruner in
London. To visit an Art gallery with him was an experience in a sincere and almost

reverential approach to the great masters.

Some time in 1923 an exhibition of Australian art was on view at Burlington
House. It was organised by the Society of Artists and the Society, Iacking the funds

to employ a manager, asked Gruner if he would act in that capacity.

Gruner told me he hated the thought of it, but because of his regard for the

Society, consented to do so. He had little idea of what had to be done, but hnowing

publicity was important and knowing that the "Times" was an important paper,

he called on the editor and sent in his card.

The editor sent back the boy to ask the nature of the visitor's business. Gruner
replied that he was an Australian artist and on hearing this the editor asked to see

him because, as he told Gruner, he had never before seen an Australian artist.
He then asked Gruner as to the nature of his business, and when Gruner replled

that it was to seek publicity for an Australian exhibition at the Royal Academy the

editor sat back and laughed and laughed. Then by way of explanation he informed
Gruner as to the method of obtaining newspaper publicity. One registered one's
name at one of the numerous press agencies and after a time one might get a cutting
of an inch or so in this or that paper with a considerable bill attached.

"But now you are here, Mr. Gruner, I suggest you sit at thal table with the

phone. You will find also a list of the numbers of all the editors in London. Ring
them, state the nature of your business, and say that you are ringing from my
ofFce."

I can vouch for the truth of this and I can vouch for the result, because I was

trying to get work in London and hawking a portfolio from studio to studio. As an

Australian I was almost royally welcomed, not because of my work, but because of
any possible light I could throw upon the subject of Austral:an art and artists (THE
topic in the London press of the day), and especially upon the figure of Norman
Lindsay, who ioomed in English eyes as a sort of Buddha seated on a peak in the
far away Blue Mountains.

The publicity for this exhibition was extraordinary. and resulted in attendances
so great that police at one stage were in the gallery guiding the crowds; which
shows what can sometimes be achieved by a simple and sincere man walkine in
"where angels would fear to tread".

A personal side-light on the exhibition was the sale of one of my drawings to
Forbes-Robertson the actor.

I had been to the bank and discovered I had ten shillings left and with this
problem on my mind, ascended to the top of a bus to return home to my Chelsea
lodging. Of all the people in that vast city, where I couldn't claim half a dozen
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CHRIST'S FALL UNDER THE CROSS

by Roy de Maistre
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friends, who should be seated alongside me but Elioth Gruner. After our mutual
expressions of surprise he said, "That drawing of yours at the Academy-I sold it
today". I don't know whether Gruner was aware of the fact that that sale was the

turning point in my modest fortunes of that year in Europe.
To return to Sydney. Many of my impressions of the twenties were coloured

by the natural attitude of youth towards the accepted giants and my more valid
experiences were bound to be found in the circle of younger artists in which I moved.

And all was not gold and glitter, and many a mundane drawing had to be done-
even at Smith and Julius!

I remember de Mestre almost bounding in on Roland Wakelin to announce
the discovery of a new book on colour, only to find Wakelin labouring over the

problem of drawing a motor tyre in perspective!
My own work with Smith and Julius was mostly in the architectural field or

in drawing furniture. Once when there was a gap in such work, IJre Smith
suggested I make a series of drawings of Sydney--purely on the artistic level with
no thought of commercial application. Later when three of these drawings were
purchased for the National Gallery (from a Society of Artists exhibition), Ure
Smith wouldn't hear of the firm taking the money.

He was that manner of man. On another occasion, knowing I was desperately
anxious to finish an oil for the Society of Artists he suggested I take a day off for
the purpose. At the time I had a flat above Old Cremorne Wharf (shared with
Wal Taylor, the noted binder of books and later Director of the Grosvenor
Galleries). My canvas was a large one for out of door working (about 30 by 36),
and I was working on a flat rock some 200 feet from the harbour.

The day was a lovely one in the spring and towards evenins it took on that
wonderful golden glow which can happen in Sydney on still days. This I think got
into me and into the picture because when I put down my brushes at dusk I felt
certain that at last the great masterpiece had come to life.

I turned to close my box and then it happened! A puff of wind had caught
the canvas which, swaying for a moment on the easel, crashed down through the
undergrowth like a wheel, mounted a rock, poised on the very brink on one corner
and then proceeded to fall face downwards to the ground.

But the drama had not ended! The opposite diagonal corner caught a
projecting twig which held the canvas in perfect baiance swaying in the wayward
breeze. How I got to it I'll never knor'r'! Expecting a ruined painting, for it was
rich and thickly worked, I was amazed to find that apart from the canvas being
torn from the tacks, it was virtually unharmed. Belief in miracles being immediately
established, I predicted high honours for the picture and sent it in to the Society of
Artists full of confidence. It was rejected!

At the time, of course, the rejection for me was a disaster and the scale of the
disaster was in itself an indication of the Society's importance in our eyes.

Acceptance into its exhibitions was the goal of goals but sreat as was our respect
for it, it is not to be assumed that we accepted rejection of our work with calm
resignat-on.

Often enough we would be burningly angry and hold hate sessions together
and at one stage an attempt was made to found a new Society under Dattilo
Rubbo's leadership, he being of all Sydney teachers the most receptive to new
ideas.
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I,ANDSCAPE BY ROLAND WAKELIN

In possession of the National Gallery of S.A.
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Iril
Our favourite meeting ground was the studio-workshop of John Young in

Little George Street, a blind alley in the midst of massed buildings between Bond

Street, and Hunter Street.

No history of this period could be complete without detailed reference to John
Young-who was one of the big influences in Sydney art circles in the twenties and

for many years afterwards. A founder and director of the Macquarie Galleries and

late Director of the National Gallery of N.S.W., his attitude to art was dedicated

and he possessed a rare ability to interpret the artist's vision to the layman.

My first impressions of him were of a slim, quietly spoken man who used to
visit Roland Wakelin in our room at Smith and Julius. There he would pore
lovingly over the latest Wakelin and often enough purchase it, for he alone of
Sydney collectors of the time realised the importance and beauty of Wakelin's
achievements.

At the time John Young had a picture framing workshop linked with his

studio in Little George Street and his main reason for doing this, he told me, was

to make close contact with the artists.
This he most certainly achieved and his "long board" at lunch time would

olten enough have seated around it anything up to ten or twelve arguing or
laughing or fuming young men, discussing anything under the sun though art, of
course, predominated.

H. G. Well's "Outline of l{istory", with its new angle on historic thinking,
was then coming out in monthly parts and we avidly read and discussed each issue

as it arrived. Wells and his scientific approach was all in the air then. We are not
so sure about it today!

Later on, the entire history was published in one volume at a considerably
lower cost than we, his genuine devotees, had paid for it in the serial form.

Percy Pickles, the letterer, neatly printed a sign, "I{. G. Wells-the Socialist
Who f,oves the People", and so another god was partly toppled from his perch.

Those were the great days-the nearest thing to the Paris cafe atmosphere we
were to know in Sydney.

I can see John Young even now, presiding at the head of the table, with the
inevitable enamel coffee pot at his elbow. It was not very good coffee, I'm afraid.

Just boiling water poured on to some heaped up spoons of grains. Refinements in
coffee making had not reached Australia then.

One of the important happenings in the "workshop" in 1918 or 1919 was the
painting of a series of pictures of room interiors by de Mestre in preparation for
his exhibition with Wakelin later in 1919. I remember he had trouble with some
of the perspectives and I gave some assistance thus making a modest contribution
to a notable exhibition.

A parxe seems called for here to concentrate on these two memorable figures-
Roland Wakelin and R.oy de Mestre. I met Wakelin the first day I entered the
Smith and Julius Studios, and we were soon to become friends and have been ever
since.

I can now rvish I had more fully realised the importance of what he was then
doing in paint. It would have made my future course in painting much more
direct and purposeful. De Mestre was a much more shadowy figure to me as he
moved in the u'orld of music as well as in our somewhat closely knit artistic circle.
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MARGARET PRESTON'S STILL LIFE

In possession of the National Gallery of S.A.
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irili He was a member of the Verbrugghen Orchestra-an orchestra which was the

musical sensation of Australia at the time and to which too little credit has been

given for the subsequent development of orchestral standards. Probably this
rnusical link made acceptance of abstract principles in painting easier for de Mestre
than for many of us brought up in a rigidly representational tradition.

It was Nora Simpson who first brought to Sydney reproductions of the work
of Cezanne and other post impressionist work. Wakelin and de Mestre saw these

and their future courses were at once determined. They were not merely influenced
but made definite explorations on their own behaif and I recall geometrical
abstractions painted by them as long ago as 1918.

They decided to hold an exhibition together and this took place in Gayfield
Shaw's Gallery in Penzance Chambers, Elizabeth Street, in August, 1919.

This event positively marked the introduction o{ post impressionist influences.

The opening, which was an evenins one, was performed bv Svdney Ure Smith
and remains in m1' mind as the most remarkable one I ever attended. Many
musicians were in the audience attracted by de Mestre's link with the Conserva-
torium and the use of musical titles for his pictures "Room Arrangement in G
Major", and such like.

The theories underlying the work of both artists was too advanced for most
laymen, most artists and all critics. One critic announced before the exhibition
that he was "going to crush this thing for good and all".

During the opening itself there were elements of disturbance. Mr. Julian
Ashton at one stage interrupted the discussion of a picture by de Mestre to ask-
very forcibly-"What I rvant to know, Mr. de Mestre-is it beautiful?". De Mestre
turned like a flash and replied, "I think so, Mr. Ashton". An intellieent audience,
recognising the artist's prerogative, cheered and stamped their approval.

Julian Ashton was a liberal minded man and teacher, but his opposition to the
new movements can be readily understood as they appeared to challenge most of
what he believed and taught.

Some of the musicians present were equally disturbed and appeared to consider
de Mestre's "musical" pictures an insult to their calling.

Exciting speeches followed the opening and at one stage, Henri Verbrugghen
(Director of the Conservatorium of Music), was literally on his knees on the stage
declaiming against suspended motion in painting-particularly smiling portraitsl

The wonderful evening left Wakelin and de Mestre with no delusions as to the
future-the fight was far from won. But I cannot agree with some historians who
take the view that this movement of the early twenties had little effect on
subsequent events.

A direct outcome was the founding of the Contemporary Group in 1925 which
under the leadership of George Lambert, held its first exhibition in the same year.

Lambert faced a barrage of criticism for associating with such revolutionaries
and among his associated in crime were Margaret Preston, Thea Proctor, Roland
Wakelin, Grace Cossington-Smith, Roy de Mestre, Adelaide Perry and (later on),
Rah Fizelle, Grace Crowley and Dorrit Black.

Their insistence upon design and upon formal creative painting as opposed to
the generally prevailing imitative approach, undoubtedly helped to make Sydney
receptive to the next wave of European influence.
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The late Basil Burdett, '"vho organised on behalf of the late Sir Keith Murdoch,
the famous exhibition of "The School of Paris", which toured Australia just before
World War II, told me that its reception in Syclney was wider and more enthusi-
astic than in any other city in Australia, culminating as it did in a letter of
appreciation to Sir Keith, signed by a great number of Sydney artists.

The mention of Basil Burdett-killed in World War Il-brings to mind the
important part he played in the history of this period. He came to Sydney to live
in the very early twenties and the manner of his coming may prove of interest.

A Queenslander by birth and upbringing, I first met him in 1918 or 1919, when
with other returned soldiers from Queensland he was visiting Sydney. He was
employed by the "Daily Mail" in Brisbane but expressed to me his strong desire
to enter the art world of Sydney.

An opportunity soon presented itself following the death of c. E. Murnin, an
artists' representative. Basil wrote to me from Brisbane asking whether the Murnin
goodwill was for sale and I had to report in return that it was being considered by
a group of artists trying to form a co-operative group under the chairmanship of
Mr. S. A. Parker. The first meeting had already been held and a secret ballot
taken to determine membership-any artist receiving an adverse vote to be excluded.
The fate of the co-operative group therefore depended on the next meeting, at
which the result of the ballot was to be announced.

Naturally, Burdett was agog for news of the result and whilst I was not a
member of the group, a friend of mine who was, kept me informed. His description
of the meeting was brief and to the point.

Mr. Parker opened proceedings and then announcecl the result of the ballot,
"Gentlemen, you are all out!" with this information, I hurried off to send a wire
to Basil and a day or so later he arrived in Sydney. I recall vividly that we
boarded a Neutral Bay feny and went back and forth discussing the situation.

The result was that Basil Burdett purchased the Murnin goodwill and opened
a small gallery in Pitt Street, and after varied moves including a period in the
Grosvenor Galleries he eventually linked with John young to found the Macquarie
Galleries^

This event is clearly marked for me as I was in Melbourne in 1925 and met
Miss Edith Birks who had recently become engaged to Basil and was passing
through from Sydney. Over a cup of coffee she told me of the foundation of this
new gallery-a gallery which was destined to play a greater part than any other
in furthering the cause of creative art in Sydney.

And with this projection into the future this short history of the twenties
might well e'd but I would like, if I may, to conclude with a final scene which in
my mind fittingly closes an era and sives an indication of the spirit which animated
it.

Percy Lindsay had died. A man and artist rvho roved Sydney and was greatiy
loved in return. Few artists have painted Sydney,s bays and fo.eshores with greater
tenderness or for that matter with greater understanding of the qualities of oil
paint.

His funeral was to leave a parlour near a park in North sydney and when I
arrived with Adrian Feint, the verandah was crowded with men-numbers of them
artists but even more friends and cronies from the district, particularly from
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McMahon,s Point. Many of these were my friends also, for Percy and I shared

common sketching grounds for many a day'

There on the verandah we all stood and talked. Nothing seemed to happen'

Not even a door opened, and after a time we began to grow silent-wondering ?

Then I was aware of a young man helping an old man-a very old man-to his feet

and a young voice saying, "i hurr" jusi been talking to one of Percy's oldest friends

and we have decided to"ask you to do something which we know Percy would like

us to do. I now call for three hearty cheers'"

The response was something I shall never forget. The cheers rang out loud

and clear and echoed r.orrnd th" district. And in the silence that followed-a

reverent and beautiful pause-Percy was taken away'

With him seemed io go un era-the era of Hilder and Lawson and of Hugh

McCrae, of the early Str"Jorr, Gruner and Roberts, too-an era of art forms often

fragile and bound to give way to the sterner idoms demanded by a sterner age'

It sometimes .orJto heigirts of great lyrical beauty and its philosophy stemmed

from Greece rather than from a Christian code. A gentle paganism prevailed and a

great rejoicing in the discovery of Australia's beauty and a rejoicing too, in the joy

of physical living.^ 
No wonder then that on quiet evenings in the glades surrounding Sydney

beaches it was easy to hear the soft flirtings of the pipes of Pan'
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FLASHBACK TO 1908

Hayley Lever at work in his studio, St. Ives, Cornwall.

Artist at Work
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ALII, ALIA

O Ola Cohn

The distinguished Melbourne sculptress who was well-known in Adelaide for

her statue "The Pioneer lVoman", which stands in the pioneer rvomen's garden in

King Wiliiam Road, died at her Melbourne home shortly before Christmas, aged 72'
'Sh" 

b"qrr"uthed her famous studio home in Gipps Street, East }{elbourne, and

its period furnishings to the society of Melbourne women painters and sculptors and

a school.
ola cohn was probably best-linown for her r,r'ork "The Fairy Tree", in

Melbourne's Fitzroy Gardens.

But there are many fine examples of her work throlrghout Australia.

The most notable of these are the sandstone carvings on the poriico of the

Royal Hobart Hospital, 19 panels for the M.L.C. building in sydney and the bronze

and freestone works acquired by the Adelaide, Melbourne and Queensland National

Galleries and the Bendigo and Ballarat Art Galleries.

She was an associate of the Royal college of Art, London, and a former

president of the Melbourne society of women painters and sculptors.

When she did the pioneer women figure for S.A., she enlisted the a:d of an

engineering student to help her cut and measure the three tons of Waikerie lime-

stone. She did this outdoors during a bleak \4elbourne rvinter in 1939'

The stone arrived at her house in its native state u'ithout wrapping and was

too big to put inside her house. So two sheets of galvarris.ed iron had to be taken

out of the roof in her studio to allow a crane to drop its derrick through and haul

the stone Irom inside.

She loved hewing massive figures out of stone to exPress modernist jdeas. She

was probably the only woman in Australia who has ever applied for the job of

working mason on a cathedral.
when she came back from her studies abroad in the 1930's, St. Paul',s

Cathedral, Melbourne, with its four great sculptured figures, had just begun.

Miss Cohn asked for work on the building as either a sculptor or a stone mason.

The foreman declared that the tools wouid be too heavy for her to handle.

She pointed out that she was accustomed to using a 14 pound hamrr-rer.

Because most workmen find a seven pound hammer heavy enoueh, this accom-

plishment caused a mild sensation at the building site.

O Howie Memorial Appeal

Members are reminded that the L. H. Howie Memoriai Appeal, which has

been steadily receiving funds, has almost reached a standstill. It is quite a bit short

of the mark and it is hoped that those intending to send donations to the Honorary

Treasurer, L. H. Howie Memorial Appeal, 7 Le Hunte Avenue, Frospect, will soon

do so.
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Ola Cohn's "Pioneer 'Woman", un-
veiled in Adelaide on April 19, 1941.
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ARTIST FROM NEW YORK

'?erceptual Ambiguities"

R e c e n t "Ford Foundation"

scholarship winner, Mr. Sydney Ball

wiil be returning to Australia in

April, 1965, a[ter a verY successful

stav in New York. He will live at

Collinswood, S.A.

Ball is at the moment studYing the

optical use of pure colour relative to

space and is currently represented by

the Westerly GallerY of New York'
He has participated in several lead-

ing exhibitions including a successful

one-man show in New York'

His recent paintings har e been

described by the critics in New York
as being "The essence of pictorial
economy. Astonishingly comPlex

and ambiguous effects are Produced
by simple means. ThcY keeP atten-

tion bv switching the eye through
multiple perceptions through mu1-

tiple actions."
Sydney Ball

Of his paintings Ball says: "They are optical and seometric comprising linear

bands within a circle contained in the square. They are universal and classic

symbols with endless positive and negative meanings.

"Together they form the basic elements of painting, a creation of the human

mind and existent in nature.

,,Colour is used in the paintings as a spatial unit and a unit of light with its

own capacity to react aggressively against another colour.

"Because of perceptual ambiguities and a subtle use of colour, the effect is

totally different from the physical facts.

"I believe that the content of art is the visual formulation of our reaction to

life. The nature of my art then is the revelation and evocation of vision through

space and colour articulation."
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN PAINTER
DIES IN PARIS

by Lisette Kohlhagen

Adelaide-born artist Bessie Davidson died in Paris recently. She left South

Australia with two fellow artists Rose Macpherson (Margaret Preston) and Gladys

Reynell. After several years' study in Munich and Paris, Margaret Preston and

Gladys Reynell returned to Australia and Bessie Davidson settled in Paris in a

charming studio where she still lived when I visited her on my recent trip abroad

about two years ago.

Before leaving Paris I called to say goodbye to her, but she was in Normandy,
where she had a farm with a large rambling farm-house her manager kept cows,

and grew vegetables and corn.
During World War I she served in the French Army, and in World War II in

the French Resistance Movement.
She was a President of the Femm6 Artists Moderne in Paris, a member of the

Salon, and a Chevaiier of the Legion of Honour.
Her work was represented in Luxembourg, Rouen and other European

Galleries. Her portrait of Miss G. R. was bought by the S.A. Nationai Gallerl
before she went abroad. A later purchase was "Still Life", a charming arrangement

of leaves and fruit in clear autumn colours. This is very French in its paint quality
and arrangement. Both pictures hang in the S.A. National Gallery.

Bessie Davidson twice visited Australia briefly, but France, particularly Paris,

was the home she loved. She told me in Paris that she no longer felt she was an

Australian.
She changed her allegiance to Scotland because her parents came from

Edinburgh and many of her relatives live there. She went to Edinburgh every year
but was very disappointed because at the Festival of Arts when ioan pictures were

hung she never once saw her own pictures hung. They were rehung, of course, after
the loan collections had been returned. However, she would have loved seeing the

Scottish collection.

PROGRAMME FOR 1965

APRIL I3-PRESIDENT'S EVENING.
MAY 11-LECTURE.
JUNE B-FILM EVENING.
AUGUST 1O-LECTURE.
SEPTEMBER 14-LECTURE.
OCTOBER l2-FILM EVENING.
NOVEMBER g-LECTURE.
DECEMBER 14-CHRISTMAS PARTY.
Members are invited to attend the above meetings at 8 p.m. in the Society's

Gallery.
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ROYAL SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY
OF ARTS

EXHIBITIONS FOR 1965
AUTUMN EXHIBITiON

Receiving Day-FridaY, APril 9th.
Opening-Monday, APril 12.th.

C[osing-5 p.m. Friday, APril 23rd.
MAUDE VIZARD-WHOLOHAN ART PRIZES

Receiving Day-FridaY, fune 4th.
Opening-Tuesday, June 15th. - -
Ciosing-5 p.m.-Friday, Jgl" l5i\.- -PRINT AXO NREWING EXHIBITION:
Receiving Day-Friday, June 25th.
Opening-Tuesday, June 29th.
Closing-S p.m. FridaY, JulY 9th.

PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS OF PROMISE:
Receiving Day-Friday, August 6th.
Opening-Tuesday, August 10th- 

-
Ciosing-5 p.m. l'riday, August 20th.

SPRING EXHIBITION:
Receiving Day-Friday, September 17th.
Opening-Tuesday, SePtember 21st.
Closing-S p.m. Friday, October lst.-

ASSOCIATES' AND LAY MEMBERS' EXHIBITION:
Receiving Day-Friday, November 12th.
Opening-Tuesdav, November 16th. 

^
Ciosing-5 p.m. Friday, November 26th.

ROYAL SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY
OF ARTS PRIZES FOR 1965

.. ASSOCIATES'AND LAY MEMBERS'EXHIBITION
(Associates and Lay Members only)

FOR A LANDSCAPE OR SEASCAPE 10 GUINEAS
FOR A FIGURE SUBJECT ...... 10 GUINEAS
FOR A STILL LIFE .,.... 10 GUINEAS

Prizes to be awarded for the best painting or work in any medium.

FOR THE BEST PIECE OF SCULPTURE EXHIBITED IN THE
SPRING EXHIBITION - 20 GUINEAS

MAUDE VIZARD-WHOLOHAI{ ART
PRIZES 1965

S3OO FOR A SCULPTURE NOT MORE THAN 3 FT. HIGH
f,,300 FOR A LANDSCAPE OR SEASCAPE PAINTED MAINLY OR

ENTIRELY II{ OIL MEDIUM OR SOME LIKE MEDIUM OR
POLYVINYL ACETATE.

9100 FoR A WATERCOLOUR (ANY SUBJECT)
f,25 FOR A PRINT (ANY SUBIECT).
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